Normal mapping, ubiquitous in video games, decouples details stored at high spatial frequencies, often tiled or repeated, from unique lighting information stored at a lower sampling rates. Our technique enables normal maps on static geometry to interact with soft shadows from smooth distant lighting more efficiently compared to previous work. The visibility function is represented using low-order spherical harmonics, and the product of the cosine function and the lighting environment is tabulated in textures, decoupling normal variation from visibility. PCA compresses the results and accelerate the computation.
Introduction
Games traditionally have used a combination of static light maps and multiple dynamic light sources. The surfaces generally are textured with both reflectance properties and normal maps that approximate complex surface details. While precomputed lighting is usually stored at low sampling rates, it is impractical to sample these unique details at the effective composite sampling rate. Our work decouples normal variations from lighting for static scenes. Method focuses on just shadows, not inter-reflections, but has a significant reduction in storage costs and can store the visibility information in textures unlike earlier work [Sloan 2006 ].
Method
Let us consider a diffuse-only surface with no inter-reflections. Outgoing radiance for such surface can be expressed as:
Where I is the outgoing radiance, L represents the distant lighting environment, V is the visibility function and H is the cosine lobe oriented for a given normal.
In a typical PRT formulation [Sloan et al. 2002] of direct light, the lighting is projected onto some basis and plugged into the integral. Factoring the unknown lighting projection coefficients out results in a transfer vector that depends on normal variation. We instead project both light and visibility into SH, and effectively tabulate the product of light and the cosine term over the space of normals in textures [Ren et al. 2006] . This allows us to decouple the smooth visibility function from high frequency normal variations. The integral then is simply a dot product of the SH coefficients for visibility V and L * H coefficients.
V coefficients are stored in a texture, in a manner similar to lightmaps. L * H coefficients should be stored for all possible orientations of the surface normal vector. Cube map textures are a natural solution for such look-up tables, but due to texture sampler count limits and lack of continuity they are problematic on DX9-class hardware. Our experiments have shown that dual paraboloid * e-mail: michal.iwanicki@cdprojektred.com † e-mail: peter-pike.sloan@disney.com projection gives results comparable to those obtained using cube maps, and they can be modified to be continuous across the seam.
While this is effective, it turns out that using PCA reduces both storage and computation. Plugging the PCA projection of the visibility function into (1) and exploiting the linearity of integration you are left with this expression:
The sum is over the M PCA basis vectors V n , V e is the mean visibility vector and w n are spatially varying projection coefficients.
You simply need to compute the triple products of the PCA basis vectors and the light and cosine term. Unlike the uncompressed case, it is more efficient to compute the product matrix of the basis vectors since they are constant, multiply the light and simply blend quadratic SH vectors to store in textures. As the signal tabulated is at most a quadratic SH, it is smoother than the light*cosine functions stored in the uncompressed case and lower directional resolution can be used. This factorization of the triple product turns out to be more efficient than the one used in the uncompressed case.
Compressing the visibility function instead of a transfer matrix [Sloan 2006 ] the signal has lower entropy and can be more effectively compressed. Images are rendered at hundreds of frames a second on a notebook with an NVIDIA Quadro 3600M GPU.
